Each of the seven areas of the Early Years Curriculum are
split into further areas of learning and development.
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The primary focus of the Early Years
Foundation Stage (EYFS) is to help
children to be school ready.
At Palmers Cross we know how
important it is that both school and
home work together to provide the best
foundation of learning possible to
achieve this. Therefore, we have put
together suggestions of activities you
can use at home to help support your
child’s development for each area of the
curriculum.
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The two areas of learning covered by
communication & language are:
•

Listening , Attention &
Understanding

• Speaking

Listening, Attention & Understanding
• Give your child single instructions to do – E.g..
get a spoon, pick up the teddy. When ready
move on to two step instructions – E.g. pick up
the teddy and put it on the bed
• Using a toy and box put the toy in different
places – in, on, under, next to, behind and in
front of the box – Ask: Where is the toy?
• Using a selection of images/objects from
various categories (a few provided) – clothes,
animals, transport etc. ask your child to point
to things you would wear, travel in, eat etc.
Once they have pointed to the image ask them
to say what it is.
• Add actions to stories to help support the
understanding of word meaning

• Always encourage sitting still and eyes
on the pictures or person talking.
• Play Simon Says listening game.

Speaking
• Chatter bag – ask your child to choose
an object based on a theme
(suggested themes provided) and ask
your child to talk about it

• Sound box – hide objects in a box E.g. a
• Provide wooden spoons or old socks to
crisp packet, keys. Make the object
make a sound and ask your child to
make puppets that your child can retell
guess what it is.
stories with, or tell their own stories
• Go on a sound walk - what can you
• Give two choices – apple or orange, so
hear? Can we find some where quiet?
your child has to provide a verbal
Can we hear the birds? Can you hear
response. Once confident extend a
the cars?
green apple, or a big orange etc.
• Read stories aloud – encourage your
child to listen and join in with repeated
sayings in the story.
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Questions to use to prompt talk What is it? What do you use it for? How
do you use it? What colour is it? How
does it feel? What sound does it begin
with?
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We have put a few animal, transport and toy picture
card to help you.
Here are some questions you might ask – Where
are the animals? What animal is it? Where does the
animal live? Where would you see a boat? Which
toys would you play with outside?
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Use the following vocabulary ‘next to, in, on, under’
to compete the sentences.
Use a toy and a box to extend further using behind.
Can you put teddy behind the box?
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The three areas of learning covered by
personal, social & emotional are:

Self Regulation

•

Managing Self

•

Self Regulation

•

Building Relationships

Managing Self

• Give your child a small job at home that they
• Use images of different emotions being
can take pride in, complete for them selves
expresses to talk about who people are feeling.
and be praised for. For example, putting their
(Some are included for you.)
clothes in the laundry basket, tidying up their
toys after playing, or helping to dust
• Explore making faces of different emotions in
the mirror
• Have a reward to praise you child for their
achievements each day Encourage your child
• Provide opportunities for your child to lose in
to use their words to ask for help, saying
please and thank you.
games so they learn to be respectful of other
people’s success and praise them
• Allow opportunities for your child to do things
for themselves such as pour a drink, use
• Act out being hurt or sad and encourage your
cutlery, brush their teeth, or get dressed
child to help you. Maybe make a get well card
for someone who is poorly
• Potty train your child using a reward chart
• Model be angry and explain how you feel and
what you are going to do. ‘I feel angry now, so I
am going to calm down by blowing a pretend
bubble.’

• Encourage them to have an awareness of
basic hygiene by encouraging handwashing
before meals, after potty and after play.
Praise when they do this for themselves

Building Relationships
• Engage in parent and toddler groups that allow
time for your child to play with others
• Encourage participation in turn taking games
such as rolling a ball back and forth, or Jenga
between two. Talk about waiting for your turn,
and not snatching. Extend to a small group
with games such as pass the parcel
• Provide opportunities for teamwork such as
parachute games, to encourage participation
with others

• Engage in days out with friends with children of
similar ages, or invite friends over to play
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We have put a few cards together for you that
express different feeling and emotions.
Here are some questions you might ask – How are
they feelings? How do you know? Can you make a
sad face? Do you like feeling sad? What makes you
happy?
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You could even have an actual jar or pot to
fill with marbles, pom-poms or coins for your
child to collect. Once they earn an agreed
amount they can have a reward.
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The two areas of learning covered by
physical development are:
•

Gross Motor Skills

• Fine Motor Skills

Fine Motor Skills

Gross Motor Skills

• Encourage your child to zip and button their coat by
themselves

• Participate in a daily walk, bike ride or outdoor
play in the garden

• Provide opportunities for threading or block building
to help build your child’s hand to eye co-ordination

• Play catch a large ball, encouraging your child to
catch the ball by themselves

• Use pegs and tweezers to strengthen your child’s
tripod fingers ready for writing

• Ask your child to move like different animals –
slither like a snake, roll like a pig in mud

• Encourage your child to draw freely by having pencils,
chalks, crayons and paper readily available

• Go swimming with your child

• Encourage independence in tooth brushing

• Take your child to the park to experience
climbing and swinging

• Have playdough available to build strength in their
fingers
• Make pasta necklaces
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Pattern tracing
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Picture lacing

Add holes to a picture for your child to thread
wool through.
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Cutting skills

Cut along the lines on the leaf and stop a the dot.
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The three areas of learning covered
by literacy are:
• Comprehension
• Word reading
• Writing

Comprehension
• Share stories and rhymes with your child,
and re-read them regularly to build up
their understanding.

• Provide puppets (wooden spoon
characters) for your child to act out
favourite stories
• Explore stories in a variety of ways. E.g.
Eat porridge like Goldilocks, or walk over a
bridge like the Billy Goats Gruff
• Talk about stories with your child, and tell
them what new words mean.

Word Reading
• Point out print in the environment and talk about
what it means. Suggestions: on a local walk,
point out road signs, shop names and door
numbers.
• Encourage children to move their finger from left
to right across the words of a text as your read it
with them.
• Make environmental sounds together. E.g. sing
Old Mac Donald.
• Deliberately miss out a word in a rhyme, so the
children have to fill it in: “Run, run, as fast as you
can, you can’t catch me I’m the gingerbread —."

Once your child is in Reception they will receive daily
phonic lessons, and reading books for you to hear your
child read at home and develop their reading skills further.

Writing

• Use sticks and leaves to make marks in the mud
• Make marks on steamed mirrors/tiles when in
the bath or shower

• Encourage your child to draw straight lines, both
horizontal and vertical as well as closed circles
using an anti-clockwise movement
• Provide colouring books for you child to get used
to holding a pencil comfortably
• Allow you child to read back to you what they
have written in their marks
• Write your child's first name in a felt pen for
them to trace over the top

Giving your child a purpose to literacy is a great way of
engaging them. Let them see you read, and write. Do the
shopping list together and let them help you shop, or read
a recipe together to make a cake.
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Providing known environmental
print is a great way to engage your
child in early reading.
Why not give them a shopping list
to read to you when you go
shopping? Or even to provide a
guide to where you are going? –
ASDA logo, Wolves logo, or even
McDonalds.
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The two areas of learning covered by
numeracy are:
• Number
• Numerical Patterns

Number
•

•

•

Look at patterns together – stripy, poke dots etc. and talk about how
they repeat, look the same or different

•

Provide buttons, Lego bricks, pop bottle lids for children to make their
own patterns

•

Encourage child to copy back clapping and stamping patterns

•

Use photos to order routines such as getting dressed or how to get to
grandma’s house, using words related to time. E.g. after, tomorrow,
earlier, before, next etc.

•

Use building blocks to make models and discuss the shapes, can we
have square wheels?

•

Do jigsaws together

Use word like more and less, I think I have more
sweets then you, or do you have less sweets then me.
Also try asking for more or less.

•

Go on a shape hunt both indoors and outdoors

•

Tip and pour liquids in containers, discussing if they are full or empty

Count together how many toys, fingers, pictures you
can see

•

Talk about size of objects, and compare them E.g. the three bears –
who is the biggest bear? Who is the smallest bear?

Engage in counting rhymes together – 5 current
buns, 5 little ducks, 10 green bottles. Lots of these
can be found on line.
Offer repeated experiences with the counting
sequence in meaningful and varied contexts, outside
and indoors. Suggestions: count fingers and toes,
stairs, toys, food items, sounds and actions.

•

Play hide and seek and count backwards to get
ready.

•

Look at the ways in which numbers can be seen in
the environment – on dice, clock, finger, scales, TV
remote, coins, phone etc.

•

•

Numerical Patterns
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Add a peg to the correct number.
A great way to support fine motor skills
alongside numeracy skills.
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The three areas of learning covered by
knowledge and understanding the world are:
• Past & Present
• People, culture & communities
• Natural world

Past & Present
• Look through photos together of your
child growing up
• Look at your child’s old baby toys and
clothes together and talk about how
they have grown

• Encourage grandparents to share their
past family stories with your child

People, Culture & Communities Natural World
• Engage in your own cultural festivals and
celebrations

• Explore the outdoors together –
splash in puddles, walk through tall
grass, smell flowers, dance in the rain,
build snowmen

• Watch the Paralympics together

• Go on a mini-beast hunt

• Talk about the different occupations
around us, and tell your child about your
own occupation

• Make bird feeders for the garden and
watch the animals it attracts

• Visit family and friends

• Go pond dipping
• Plant seeds together
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The three areas of learning covered by
knowledge and understanding the world
are:
• Creating with Materials
• Being Imaginative & Expressive

Creating with Materials
• Junk modelling to make rockets or
buildings

Being Imaginative and Expressive
• Dance to music together

• Make puppets out of old socks

• Make sounds with everyday objects. E.g. use
spoons as drum sticks on the work surface

• Draw pictures

• Dress up and act out play together

• Bake biscuits and cakes together
• Build dens to hide in
• Make your own musical instruments.
E.g. string across a tissue box for a
guitar
• Use old vegetables and fruit dipped in
paint to print patterns
• Use coins or leaves to take rubbings of

• Engage in pretend paly together
• Sing together
• Take photographs
• Talk about art or music your child says they
like or don’t like asking them how they make
them feel
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